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UPHOLSTERY BRUSH
Perfect for grabbing pet hair and lint from 
furniture and other upholstered surfaces.

TRUE PET™ 
MINI MOTORIZED BRUSH
Picks up pet hair, loose debris, and
powerfully deep cleans surfaces

For How-To Videos visit  

www.poweredliftaway.com

Accessories
Can be attached to wand and handle to clean anywhere in any mode!

Congratulations!
Thank you for choosing the Shark® Rotator® 
Powered Lift-Away®! An innovative upright 
vacuum that offers MOTORIZED deep 
cleaning anywhere you want it!
For more information be sure to visit
www.poweredliftaway.com

Let’s Get Started »

4 Easy Assembly Steps

Insert wand 
into motorized 
base.

1 Insert 
handle.2 Place pod 

onto wand.3 Insert 
hose.4

Upright Mode Lift-Away® Mode
Use for portable cleaning on  

stairs or above floor

Motorized Deep Cleaning anywhere you want it!

Canister Mode
Convert your upright to a  

convenient canister

Handle

Release Wand

Hard Floor Genie™

The ULTIMATE White Sock Clean

Picks up large debris & 
wipes away fine dust in 

one easy step.

DUSTING BRUSH
Dusts and cleans a multitude of surfaces. 

HARD FLOOR GENIE™

Vacuums large debris and wipes away fine 
dust in one easy step.

Emptying the Dust Cup

Dust Cup Release

Rinse filters and allow to air dry 
completely. Tap loose dirt from foam 
filters as needed between washes. 

Wash Filters Every 3 Months

NV652_QSG_141216

PMS 10279

DUSTING GENIE
Two cleaning tools in one. The crevice tool 
gives you extended cleaning reach for small 
spaces, while the dusting brush cleans a 
multitude of surfaces.

picks up pet hair, loose debris, and
powerfully deep cleans surfaces

Motorized Brush

INTRODUCING

Washable Microfiber Pad

 www.poweredliftaway.com

Fingertip Controls
Seamless transition between cleaning modes 
at the touch of a button

LED Lights
Spotlights hidden dirt and debris for deep cleaning

Best setting for Low Pile and Normal Carpet 
types. High suction with Motorized Brush Roll.  
This is the Default Carpet setting. 

Best Setting for Hard Floors and Accessories

Best setting for High Pile and Thick Carpets, 
Area Rugs, and Specialty Carpets if the vacuum 
is difficult to push or pull due to high suction. 

NOTE: For deep cleaning per ASTM F608 (embedded  
dirt in carpets) please set to Carpet/low pile


